LEGO HAS BEEN VOTED THE STRONGEST BRAND IN THE UK AHEAD OF GILLETTE AND APPLE BY A GROUP OF 2,500 CONSUMERS
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SCOTTISH PREMIERSHIP RESULT: RANGERS 2-3 CELTIC
SIX NATIONS RESULT: WALES 38-14 ITALY
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2,500 consumers asked by the Centre for Brand Analysis to rank each brand for quality, reliability, and distinction.

A report by the Royal College of Physicians suggests four out of five doctors of GDP has been voted the strongest brand in the UK ahead of Gillette and Apple by a group of 2,500 consumers.

LEGO has been voted the strongest brand in the UK ahead of Gillette and Apple by a group of 2,500 consumers.
EMIER LEAGUE RESULTS: ARSENAL 3-0 WATFORD, BOURNEMOUTH 1-4 TOTTENHAM HOTSPUR
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